It's Spirit Week! Due to all the festivities we will not be having Bishop Plus schedule this week. That means **3:05 dismissal on Thursday, September 27th.**

**STEAM Society** members can sign up for the upcoming **field trip to CalTech** on Saturday, October 27th to attend the 1-day conference "Chemistry is Out of This World." Speakers include scientists working on the Mars 2020 mission, studying rocket launching chemistry, and studying the origin of the elements in space. Interested members must turn in a permission slip and the $15 registration fee to Dr. Shafer by Friday, September 28th. Dr. Shafer is also looking for parent volunteers to drive for the field trip. Bishop will cover the conference registration fee for parent drivers.

Those interested in the **Biology field trip to Florida** April should see Tori Pool ASAP. There are still a few open spots!

Here are a few examples of what's going on in classrooms this week:

**In Theology** 10 Rabbi Michael Lotker author of *What Every Serious Christian Should Know About Judaism* will be a guest speaker on Tuesday, September 25th. **Chemistry** students will be working on a mini-unit exploring the chemistry of outer space and space travel, and will have the opportunity to win $2,000 by entering into the Alka-Selzer Build Your Own Rocket Competition. **English** classes are exploring several classic pieces of literature, including Homer's *The Odyssey* and Dostoyevsky's *Crime and Punishment*; **AP Physics** will begin learning the Laws of Dynamics; and **US History** will be looking at life in the Civil War Era.
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